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strumentation points ranked high by the feature selection
algorithm is not high enough. We show that for these cases,
the important value is not the absolute value of the evaluation of the feature but the derivative of that value along the
program execution path.
As a number of groups expressed interest in this research,
we built an open infrastructure for automatic debugging algorithms for concurrent applications, based on noise injection based concurrent testing using instrumentation. The
infrastructure is described in this paper.

As concurrent and distributive applications are becoming
more common and debugging such applications is very difficult, practical tools for automatic debugging of concurrent
applications are in demand. In previous work, we applied
automatic debugging to noise-based testing of concurrent
programs. The idea of noise-based testing is to increase the
probability of observing the bugs by adding, using instrumentation, timing ”noise” to the execution of the program.
The technique of finding a small subset of points that causes
the bug to manifest can be used as an automatic debugging
technique. Previously, we showed that Delta Debugging can
be used to pinpoint the bug location on some small programs.
In the work reported in this paper, we create and evaluate
two algorithms for automatically pinpointing program locations that are in the vicinity of the bugs on a number of industrial programs. We discovered that the Delta Debugging
algorithms do not scale due to the non-monotonic nature
of the concurrent debugging problem. Instead we decided
to try a machine learning feature selection algorithm. The
idea is to consider each instrumentation point as a feature,
execute the program many times with different instrumentations, and correlate the features (instrumentation points)
with the executions in which the bug was revealed. This idea
works very well when the bug is very hard to reveal using
instrumentation, correlating to the case when a very specific
timing window is needed to reveal the bug. However, in the
more common case, when the bugs are easy to find using instrumentation (i.e., instrumentation on many subsets finds
the bugs), the correlation between the bug location and in-
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing popularity of concurrent programming—
on the Internet as well as on the server side—has brought
the issue of concurrent defect analysis to the forefront. This
is true also on the client side as almost every CPU available
these days is multi-core, so applications have to become concurrent to take advantage of it. Concurrent defects, such as
unintentional race conditions or deadlocks, are difficult and
expensive to uncover and analyze, and such faults often escape to the field.
One reason for this difficulty is that the number of possible
interleavings is huge, and it is not practical to try them all.
Only a few of the interleavings actually produce concurrent
faults; thus, the probability of producing one is very low.
Since the scheduler is deterministic, executing the same tests
many times does not help, because the same interleaving
is usually created. The problem of testing multi-threaded
programs is compounded by the fact that tests that reveal
a concurrent fault in the field or in a stress test are usually
long and run under different environmental conditions. As a
result, such tests are not necessarily repeatable, and when a
fault is detected, much effort must be invested in recreating
the conditions under which it occurred.
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Much research has been done on testing multi-threaded
programs. Research has examined detecting data races [19],
[20], [14], replaying in several distributed and concurrent
contexts [4], static analysis [22], [13], [7], and the problem of
generating different interleavings for the purpose of revealing concurrent faults [8] [23]. Model checking [21], coverage
analysis [17] [8], and cloning [12] are used to improve testing
in this domain.
The work described in this paper is part of SHADOWS,
an EU project whose goal is to create technology for selfhealing. For intermittent bugs whose manifestation depends
on specific interleaving, it may be possible to automatically
detect and remove the bug-causing interleaving. The first
part of this ambitious goal is to automatically pinpoint the
location in the program that is the cause of the bug. There
are a number of characteristics of the concurrent domain,
elaborated in the paper, which cause the problem of finding
the root cause to be much harder than in the sequential domain. In a previous paper [6] we showed, on small programs,
that the combination of a delta debugging (DD) technique
and testing via noise generation yields a concurrent debugging technique. The technique we tried was similar to the
techniques expressed in a thread of papers on DD [5], [26],
[27]. In these papers, a set of program changes is used to
induce a bug, with the goal of finding a minimal subset. The
set of changes comes from the difference between two program versions: the old one that works and the new one that
contains a bug. In our domain, where the problem is to find
the minimal instrumentation that causes the bug, the set of
changes that induces bugs is calculated using instrumentation testing technology.
The DD search algorithm assumes the problem to be monotonic; if a set of instrumentations reveals the bug, then any
superset of this set also reveals the bug. In [1] and [6] it was
shown that concurrent programs are not necessarily monotonic but it was not established if real programs possess this
property. One of our first findings was that real programs
are not monotonic, and that therefore DD-based search algorithms do not work. In Section 2 we explain why DD
algorithms do not work.
It is clear to us that creating good search algorithms that
find the root causes of bugs in concurrent programs is a very
interesting research topic with clear industrial applications.
As we have a number of partners in our research who are
interested in trying out different search algorithms, we set
out to create an open infrastructure that enables researchers
in the field to write search algorithms that can search on the
instrumentation and can take into account runtime information such as that found by race detection tools. The infrastructure for search algorithms is described in Section 3, and
is available for external users by contacting ur@il.ibm.com.
For our first search algorithm, we used feature selection
from the domain of machine learning, treating each instrumentation as a feature. We ran the program with many subsets and looked for correlations between features and program failures. Then we tried to see if a few of the features
with the best scores reveal the bugs. We tried it on a very
difficult problem for which it is very hard to make the bug
manifest (see Section 4) and it worked very well.
We then tried it out on programs for which it is easy to
find a small subset that finds the bug, as many small subsets find the bug, but which are hard to automatically debug
and find the root cause. Feature selection alone is insuffi-

cient, as instrumentations that cause the bug to manifest
are not necessarily located near the root cause of the bug
and therefore the locations may not be helpful to the programmers. Section 5 details our elaboration of the feature
selection algorithm to pinpoint the location of the bug.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Show that using feature selection when searching for
the root cause of hard-to-find bugs works well.
• Create a new algorithm for pinpointing root causes of
bugs when many instrumentations reveal the bug.
• Show on real programs that the search problem for
instrumentations that manifest the bug is not monotonic.
• Create an open infrastructure on which search algorithms can be evaluated.

2.

BACKGROUND

Debugging is one of the most common activities in the
development of computer programs and much thought has
been given to its automation. In concurrent programming,
which is one of the domains studied, the same test may
sometimes fail and sometimes succeed. The testing of multithreaded applications by inserting schedule-modifying statements (”noise”), such as sleep and yield, has been studied
in [8], [23]. This is an effective technique for discovering
whether a bug exists, but it does not look for the root cause
of the bug.
Studies on bug patterns in multi-threaded programs [11],
[16] reveal that most bug patterns can be exposed using
very few instrumentation points, and sometimes only one.
However, the instrumented noise must be non-deterministic,
i.e., noise that does not impact the interleaving every time
it is executed. This requirement means the testing checks
whether the noise is in the correct place and is itself nondeterministic. Sometimes, even if the noise is in the correct
place, it fails to produce the bug. Therefore, the test succeeds in finding the bug if it finds the bug with a sufficient
probability.
Once a test finds a bug, the goal of automatic debugging
is to find a minimal subset of the changes required to produce the bug. Finding such a minimal subset is useful for
understanding the core requirement of this bug.

2.1

Using Delta Debugging for Automatic
Debugging

One approach for automatic debugging is Delta Debugging (DD) [5], [26], [27], a well-known algorithm for searching for sets of changes. Given a set of program changes that
induces a bug, the algorithm searches for a minimal subset
that still induces the bug. The set of changes comes from the
difference between two program versions: the old one that
works, and the new one that contains a bug. An example of
this can be seen in [26], where two versions of the program
exist—one that works and another that has a bug. The
difference between these programs is 178,000 lines of code.
DD automatically pinpointed the single line that caused the
bug. Similar ideas are applied in another domain where the
test is reduced to the essential part required to display the
bug [27]. The algorithms used in these applications can be
found in [26].
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T1

it to appear with a very low probability, thereby requiring
many runs of the program to elicit the bug.
A brute force approach to feature selection, i.e., trying all
possible feature combinations, is possible only for very small
feature sets. For example, testing all possible combinations
for 100 features requires testing approximately 1030 configurations. However, 100 instrumentation points is well within
the range of medium sized programs. Therefore, other methods should be used for selecting the best features.
In general, feature selection methods can be divided into
three classes [2]: wrapper methods, where feature selection
is performed around (and with) a given classification algorithm; embedded methods, where feature selection is embedded within a classification algorithm; and filter methods,
where features are selected for classification independently
of the classification algorithm.
In this work, we applied a filter method for selecting the
most relevant features in the sample, as explained in Subsection 4.1. We chose such methods so as to create the smallest
dependence between the feature selection stage and other
stages of the debugging process.

T2

1) x=1
2) if (x!=0)
3)
y = 1/x

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

x=1
x=2
x=3
x=0
x=4

Figure 1: A non-monotonic program

When applied to concurrent bugs, the set of changes that
induces bugs is calculated automatically using testing instrumentation technology and is not related to user program changes. In [5], DD found places in the interleaving
that were indicative of failure. These locations were identified using a replay tool called DEJAVU, used on a special
deterministic JVM. In a previous paper [6], we applied a
new version of the DD algorithm to code from the concurrent bugs benchmark [10]. Using the DD approach and an
AspectJ-based implementation of the instrumentation, we
were able to pinpoint the bug location in several examples.
However, the DD approach assumes monotonicity. A set of
changes is monotonic if, for every set that finds bugs, all
its supersets also find bugs [26]. The existence of interrelations between instrumentations may cause the problem to
be non-monotonic. In the case of concurrent bugs, studies have shown that these interrelations may exist [1], i.e.,
inserting too much noise may mask the bug.
The example in Figure 1 illustrates the problem of nonmonotonicity in multi-threaded programs. The execution
starts with thread T1. For the bug to manifest itself, a
thread switch must occur after T1.2, and another switch
must occur after T2.4. So {T1.2, T2.4} is a minimal set
that induces the bug. Its superset {T1.1, T2.2, T1.2, T2.4}
also induces the bug and can be given as an initial set to
DD. However, if we remove T2.2 from this set, the bug does
not occur, even though the set {T1.1, T2.4, T1.2} is still a
superset of the minimal set. Therefore, when we ran DD on
this program, it was not able to find the minimal solution.
An important question is whether real applications are
monotonic. One of our first findings was that, in fact, real
applications are not monotonic, and thus the DD approach
does not work for them. In Section 4, we describe such
a real application. These examples led us to develop a new
approach for automatic debugging of concurrent bugs, which
does not assume monotonicity of the problem. The new
approach is based on presenting the problem as a feature
selection problem from the domain of pattern classification,
and is described in Section 4. First, some background on
feature selection is presented in Subsection 2.2.

2.2

3.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The following actions are required by a typical search algorithm whose goal is to find a minimal instrumentation
that pinpoints the location of a concurrent bug:
1. Extract the set S of all possible locations of the program under test where we may want to add noise.
2. Instrument noise at any subset s ∈ S.
3. Run the instrumented program.
4. Determine if the executed test displays a concurrent
bug.
As an infrastructure for our automatic debugging, we have
implemented a generic search algorithm that provides these
capabilities. The generic algorithm is written in Java and
implements two functions: getAllP oints(), which returns
the set of all possible locations of the program under test;
and runIteration(Set locations, int numRuns), which instruments the program in the given locations, runs it
numRuns times, and returns the number of runs in which
a bug was found. Note that we enable running multiple
times with the same set of locations since the runs can be
non-deterministic. Thus, determining whether a set of locations finds a bug may require several runs. The algorithm
is designed as an open architecture, meaning that external
users can implement their own search algorithms that derive
the functionality of the generic search algorithm. Using the
open architecture, we implemented two variants of the DD
algorithm. The first is the DD algorithm described in [26],
and the second is the new DD version from [6].
Our generic algorithm is implemented on top of ConTest [8], a tool developed in IBM for testing, debugging, and
measuring the coverage of concurrent Java programs. The
basic principle behind ConTest is quite simple. The instrumentation stage transforms the class files, injecting calls to
ConTest runtime functions at selected places. At runtime,
ConTest sometimes tries to cause context switches in these
places. The selected places are those whose relative order
among the threads can impact the result: entrance and exit

Feature Selection

Feature selection is the process of finding a minimal subset of indicators that best represent the data [25]. It is well
known in the machine learning field that noisy or irrelevant
features (indicators) are detrimental to pattern recognition
in that they cause poor generalization, increase the computational complexity, and require many training samples to
reach a given accuracy [2]. In the case of non-monotonic
programs, irrelevant features may mask the bug or cause
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from synchronized blocks, access to shared variables, etc.
Context switches are attempted by calling methods such as
yield() or sleep(). The decisions are random so that different
interleavings are attempted at each run. Heuristics are used
to try to reveal typical bugs. Note that there are no false
alarms; all interleavings that occur with ConTest are legal
as far as the JVM rules are concerned.
The generic algorithm uses ConTest to extract the set of
possible locations to which noise can be added, and to instrument and run the program with a given subset of locations.
ConTest does not know whether a bug has actually been
revealed; it has no notion of how the program is expected
to behave. The user should provide a test to the generic algorithm, indicating which program run is considered correct
and which indicates a bug.
In addition to the open architecture for search algorithms
for minimal noise, ConTest implements a Listener Architecture, which is a library that can be used by people writing
tools that need to hook into given programs under test, for
example, race detectors. ConTest Listeners provide API for
doing things when certain types of events happen in the
program under test. The events that can be listened to include entry and exit to synchronized blocks, calls to methods such as wait() and join(), thread start and finish, and
access to member fields. Thus, the combination of architectures enables external users of the tool to use dynamic
information when implementing a search algorithm. For example, one can implement a race detector using the listener
architecture, and use its output as guidance to the search
algorithm.

4.

nection to null. When instrumenting only the two points
corresponding to these two lines, the bug appears in 10 out
of 100 runs.
When we ran DD on the web crawler example, it failed to
find a minimal instrumentation, due to the non-monotonic
nature of the bug – supersets of the minimal instrumentation
do not necessarily induce the bug with a sufficient probability. As a result, given a set of instrumentations that induces
the bug, all the subsets tried out by DD did not induce the
bug, contradicting the basic assumption of the algorithm.
Thus, a new approach is required for automatically pinpointing the location of the bug. Our approach is based on
feature selection: we treat each instrumentation point as a
feature, and generate samples containing subsets of the features. For each sample, we run the program instrumented
only in the points of the sample, and determine whether
the sample induces the bug with a sufficient probability.
Once all samples are classified, we score each instrumentation point based on the correlation between its appearance in samples and whether they induce the bug. We then
choose the highest scored points as locations that are likely
to be correlated to the bug, and thus should be presented to
the user as the probable root cause of the bug. The exact
process of samples generation and the points scoring method
are described next.

4.1

Sample Generation and Feature Scoring
Method

As noted above, our API enables the instrumentation of
the program under test in any subset of the instrumentation points. To achieve the best possible indications of the
usefulness of the features, our first step was to use this functionality to create an optimal sampling of the input space.
Design of Experiments are a class of methods to actively
manipulate a system in order to best elicit its different modes
of behavior. In our work, we used the D-optimal design [24],
a method which maximizes Fisher’s information matrix.
Assume a program can be instrumented in N points and
run for M experiments. Let X denote a matrix of size N ×
M , where xij = 1 if and only if the j-th experiment was
instrumented in point i. A D-optimal design maximizes the
determinant of X: |X 0 · X|.
Finding X which maximizes |X 0 · X| is a difficult computational problem. We therefore created 500 instances of a
random sampling matrix X and chose the matrix that had
the largest |X 0 · X|.
This sampling matrix was then used as the input for running the program.
After running the programs with the given sampling matrix, each sample was marked as successful (found the bug)
or unsuccessful (did not find the bug). Our goal was then
to find those points that were most likely to find the bug.
This is the feature selection stage of the algorithm.
We used the likelihood ratio test [18] scoring function to
score the features. Let P (Success|Xi ) denote the sample
probability that tests which instrumented the i-th instrumentation point will result in a bug, and P (!Success|Xi )
denote the same for the case where the bug is not found.
We assign each point the score:

FEATURE SELECTION BASED
AUTOMATIC DEBUGGING

As explained in Subsection 2.1, concurrent programs may
exhibit non-monotonic behavior. We first encountered the
non-monotonicity problem in a real application when running variants of DD on a web crawler algorithm, embedded
in an IBM product. The skeleton of the algorithm has 19
classes and 1200 lines of code. In [8] it is described how ConTest found an unknown race condition in the algorithm. The
fault was a null pointer exception, caused by the following
code: if (connection! = null) connection.setStopF lag(). If
the connection variable is not null and then a context switch
occurs, the connection variable might be set to null by another thread, before connection.setStopF lag() is executed.
If this happens, a null pointer exception is taken. An even
more insidious manifestation of the bug, which causes a security risk, is when the connection variable is set to a non-null
value, since in this case, the wrong connection is stopped.
To fix this bug, the above statement and all other accesses
to the connection variable should be executed within an appropriate synchronized block.
The race condition is very rarely manifest, since it occurs in a very small percentage of all possible interleavings. Without instrumentation we have never seen the bug.
When instrumenting all possible locations, it appears on average only in 1 out of 750 runs. Since the bug is so rare,
we set a probability of 1% (1 out of 100 runs) as a sufficient probability for a test to find the bug. In this example, we already knew the root cause of the bug: the line
if (connection! = null) connection.setStopF lag(), and another line executed by another thread that sets the con-

Score(i) = P (Success|Xi )/P (!Success|Xi )
The points with the highest score are assumed to be most
indicative for the location of the bug. Such a scoring func-
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tion assumes no correlation between instrumentation points,
that is, if a bug requires that two points be instrumented in
a correlated fashion, it may not be found using this scoring
function. Our current experience is that, in practice, this
scoring function is sufficient, but we are currently examining additional scoring functions that do take such interaction
into account.
Once the features are weighted, it is necessary to select
the features most indicative of the bug. In the current paper
we begin by running the program with the highest ranking point, then the two highest points, etc., until the bug
appears with high probability. The set of instrumentation
points which caused the bug to appear in this probability is
then reported to the user as the most indicative points for
locating the bug.
Tarantula [15] uses a similar metric for ranking suspicious
lines of code in programs. Based on their appearance in
failed and successful runs of a program, Tarantula assigns a
value called hue to each line. The hue is computed as:

runs. We ran the samples in parallel on 10 Linux machines.
The average time for a single program run was 10 seconds.
There are two instrumentation points corresponding to
the root cause of the bug. The first point is the location
where the connection is set to null, and the second corresponds to if (connection! = null). These two points affect
the timing between the execution of the two statements.
After running the first 500 samples for about 14 hours, the
two highest scoring points were exactly the two points of the
root cause of the bug, and they remained the highest scoring points throughout the experiment, which took 6 days.
Thus, using feature selection, we were able to automatically
pinpoint the location of the bug.
In fact, when we started the experiments on the web
crawler example, we detected an additional bug, in the form
of a ”max stack exceeded” exception. Similarly to the first
bug, the second bug also appeared only for some subsets of
instrumentations. However, if it was induced by a certain
subset, then it was consistently induced. We did not know
at first what the root cause of the bug was, and decided to
include it in our experiments, i.e., a sample was classified as
inducing a bug if it induced either of the two bugs, without
considering which of them was induced. The scoring of the
points also did not consider whether the first or the second
bug was found. As reported above, the fact that a second
bug appeared in the results did not prevent us from finding
the root cause of the first bug. After locating the first bug,
we wanted to find the root cause of the second bug, based on
the samples we already ran. Therefore, we removed all samples in which the root cause of the first bug appeared, and
scored the points according to the remaining samples. The
results were again very accurate: the first point was scored
2.03, significantly higher than the other points (the next
10 points score between 1.48 and 1.32). When instrumenting with this point alone, the second bug appeared. Using
the single instrumentation point, the debugging process was
very easy. The bug was in the instrumentation itself—not
enough stack space was allocated when instrumenting this
point. This bug was sometimes masked by additional instrumentations, since they allocated sufficient stack space
for the run.
Of the 5000 samples, 777 induced a bug. 461 induced the
first bug (with an average probability of 10%) and 316 induced the second bug (with a probability of 100%). We
again emphasize that the process of classifying the samples and the scoring of the points did not take into account
which of the two bugs was found, and yet our technique was
able to pinpoint the location of both bugs. The fact that
with partial instrumentation the first bug was found with a
higher probability than with full instrumentation (in which
the probability was 1 out of 750 runs), corresponds to the
observation that too much noise may mask the bug [1].
We return to the example in Figure 1. We also ran our
technique on a program that contains the two threads appearing in the example (the main thread was omitted from
Figure 1 for clarity). The program contains 32 possible instrumentation points. The threshold probability of finding
the bug was set to 5% (1 out of 20). 1000 samples were generated, with an average number of 16 points in each sample.
The total run time was 20 minutes. 222 samples out of 1000
found the bug, with an average probability of 10.4%. The
results were again accurate: the two highest scores were of
the points corresponding to T2.4 and T1.3, respectively, pin-

hue(i) = P (Success|Xi )/(P (Success|Xi )+P (!Success|Xi ))
This scoring is a heuristic, similar to the likelihood score.
The authors suggest examining lines according to their hue,
starting from the lowest values of the hue. The authors do
not address the issue of how to sample the program, assuming instead that sampling is performed in an independent
manner by users.
The authors of [28] developed a method for sampling programs and identifying probable bug locations in single-thread
programs. Their instrumentation is performed using assertions placed in the code, which are randomly sampled at run
time. This implies that they require a diverse sample of runs
in order to execute all the assertions. The authors then use
a utility function to build a classifier whose goal is to correctly predict the outcome of runs (success of failure) based
on the outcomes of the assertions. The weights of the utility function then serve as indicators for the location of the
bug. Their debugging process requires tuning the parameters of the classifier using a training set and then finding
the weights of the classifier using an optimization algorithm.
This method, while effective for small programs, seems incur
a high computational cost and requires manually setting the
assertions in the code.
GeneticFinder [9] is a noise-maker that uses a genetic algorithm as a search method, with the goal of increasing the
probability of the bug manifestation, and minimizing the set
of variables and program locations on which noise is made.
The search is performed at run-time, i.e., all program locations are instrumented, and at each point it is decided
during run-time whether to apply noise. From our experience, instrumentation alone can change the scheduling of
the program. Thus, the approach of partial instrumentation
is much more accurate.

4.2

Automatically Debugging A Web Crawler

In the web crawler example (described at the beginning of
this section) there were 314 possible instrumentation points.
We decided to generate 5000 samples. This number was
determined according to our available computing resources
and total run time estimation. The average number of points
in each sample was 157. The program was run with each
sample 100 times. A sample was considered to induce the
bug if the bug appeared in at least one run out of the 100
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Wait Thread
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

x=1
x=1
x=1
x=1
x=1
synchronized (lock){
lock.wait()
}
x=1

ity of the bug. One such point is the location where the
main starts the wait thread. Naturally, delaying the start of
the wait thread induces the bug. However, this point does
not contain sufficient information to explain the bug. We
also observed in additional examples that the start() call of
threads that are involved in concurrent bugs usually receives
high feature selection scores. Our policy is to consider these
type of points as indicating the problematic threads, but not
to consider them when trying to pinpoint the exact location
of the bug. Additional points that receive high feature selection scores but are not in the vicinity of the bug correspond
to lines 1-5 of the wait thread. Naturally, delaying their execution also delays obtaining the lock by the wait thread,
thus inducing the bug.
The conclusion is that for bugs that are found by many
subsets of instrumentations, the feature selection score of
single instrumentation points is not sufficient. Thus, an enhancement to our technique is required. The basic idea of
our enhancement is to look not at the absolute values of the
points scores, but at the derivative of the scores along the
program execution path. For example, in the program in
Figure 2, we expect high scores for the points corresponding
to lines 1-5 of the wait thread, and then a drop in the score
for the point corresponding to obtaining the lock in line 6
of the wait thread, since if notify() has not yet been called
and then the lock is obtained by the wait thread, the call to
wait() cannot be delayed to follow the call to notify(). Similarly, we expect a rise in the score of the point corresponding
to obtaining the lock in line 6 of the notify thread, since the
points corresponding to the previous lines delay the call to
notify() and hence mask the bug.
For the general case, our enhanced technique works as
follows: we look at the control flow graph of the program,
mark each node of the graph with the feature selection score
of the corresponding instrumentation point, and search for
pairs of consecutive nodes with maximal decrease and increase in the score. In fact, instead of searching for pairs of
nodes, we can simply mark each edge of the graph with the
difference between the scores of its entry and exit nodes,
and look for the edges with maximal and minimal values
(indicating maximal drop and maximal rise in the score).
As a good approximation of the control flow graph of the
program, we used the graph induced by the concurrent event
pairs coverage provided by ConTest. When this coverage
information is requested, ConTest lists pairs of concurrent
event program locations that appeared consecutively in a
run, and whether they were performed by the same thread.
We ran the program several times with ConTest to induce
different interleavings, and built the graph from the pairs of
locations that were executed by the same thread.
The basic intuition behind the enhancement of our technique is that most consecutive points in the program have
a similar effect on inducing the bug, except for the points
that are clearly correlated to the root cause of the bug. If
our intuition is correct, we expect the difference in score between consecutive points along the program execution graph
to be usually around zero, unless this is the vicinity of the
bug. We expect the distribution of the difference score between arbitrary points to be less concentrated around zero.
The distribution of the difference score for pairs of consecutive points (in black), and for arbitrary pairs of the program points (in grey) is depicted in Figures 3 and 4, for
the program in Figure 2, and for a real application that will

Notify Thread
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

x=2
x=2
x=2
x=2
x=2
synchronized (lock){
lock.notify()
}
x=2

Figure 2: A lost notify bug

pointing the location of the bug. When instrumenting only
these two points, the bug was found with a probability of
90%.

5.

ZOOMING IN ON BUG LOCATIONS

The examples described so far exhibit rare bugs, i.e., a
low percentage of instrumentation subsets induce the bug.
In the web crawler example, 9% of the generated samples
induce the first bug, and only 6% induce the second bug.
In the example in Figure 1, 22% of the samples induced
the bug. An interesting question is whether our approach
will work well when many subsets of instrumentations induce the bug. Consider, for example, the simple program in
Figure 2. The execution starts with the wait thread. This
program contains a deadlock that is manifest when the call
to notify() precedes the call to wait(). The main thread was
omitted for clarity, as were the try and catch blocks for the
call to wait(). Any instrumentation that delays the call to
wait() will induce the bug. Therefore, many subsets of instrumentations induce the bug, including instrumentations
remote from the bug location, making the goal of finding an
instrumentation that pinpoints the location of the bug more
challenging.
The program contains 63 instrumentation points. We generated 5000 samples, with an average number of 31 points
in each sample. Each sample was run 20 times. The total
runtime was 3 hours. The average number of times each
sample found the bug was 5. We did not predetermine the
threshold probability for finding the bug, but rather used the
average probability in which the bug was found (including
samples that did not find the bug at all) as the threshold,
and classified the samples only after all of them were run.
Our experiments show that using the average probability as
the threshold probability is significantly more accurate than
using a predetermined threshold probability. 3632 samples
(72%) found the bug at least once, and 2079 (41%) found it
at least 5 times and were classified as inducing the bug, confirming the fact that the bug is common, i.e., easily induced
by instrumentation (without instrumentation we have never
seen the bug manifest).
When we look at the feature selection scores of the points,
they do not correlate well with the location of the bug. The
problem is that many points receive high scores, since they
induce the bug, but they are not necessarily in the vicin-
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be described in Subsection 5.1. As we can see, the distributions are statistically significantly different (p < 1e − 4,
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit hypothesis
test), and support our hypothesis.

Figure 5: Difference score graph for lost notify bug
Figure 3: Distribution of difference score for lost
notify. Consecutive points in black, others in grey.

The difference score graph for the two threads from Figure 2 is depicted in Figure 5. Each node represents an instrumentation point of the program. There is a directed
edge from node a to node b if and only if the pair of instrumentation points (a, b) appears in the concurrent event
coverage produced by ConTest, i.e., the concurrent events
in points a and b were executed consecutively by a thread in
the program. The maximal and minimal edges in the graph
are marked with thick lines. The maximal edge (marked
with +) connects between the point where the lock variable
is read by the wait thread and the point where it is obtained
(line 6 of the wait thread). The minimal edge (marked with
−) connects between the point where the lock variable is
read by the notify thread and the point where it is obtained
(line 6 of the notify thread). These two locations pinpoint
the bug location.

5.1

Automatically Debugging A Server Loop

We ran our enhanced technique on a real application that
implements a server loop and contains a deadlock due to
a lost notify. The server loop performs database transactions according to clients requests. It loops on a global
variable stop, waiting indefinitely for transaction requests
from clients. The server can be externally shut down by
calling a function that sets the value of stop and notifies the
server. The shutdown mechanism is depicted in Figure 6.
It contains a deadlock, since the reading and writing of stop
are performed outside the synchronized block. Thus, if the
server reads the value of stop and next the shutdown function is executed, then the call to notify() precedes the call
to wait(), and the server enters a deadlock. After extracting
the business code that is not related to concurrency [3], the
program contains 72 possible instrumentation points.
The deadlock is easily induced. Random sampling of 2
points induces the bug in 25% of the samples, and random
sampling of 3 points induces the bug in 33%. Thus, many
small subsets of instrumentations reveal the bug. Despite
this fact, DD was unable to find a minimal instrumentation.

Figure 4: Distribution of difference score for server
loop. Consecutive points in black, others in grey.
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Server
1) while (! stop){
2)
business code
3)
synchronized (lock){
4)
if (request){
5)
business code
6)
}
7)
else{
8)
lock.wait()
9)
}
10) }
11)}

edge connects between setting the value of the connection
variable to null and the next point, and the lowest scored
edge connects between setting the value of the connection
variable to null and the previous point. Another pair of
edges with extreme values are before and after the statement if (connection! = null). These four edges pinpoint the
location of the first bug. Other edges with extreme values
belong to the second bug, though the marking is less accurate (only two of the three edges are exactly before and
after the problematic instrumentation point). However, an
accurate difference score graph for the second bug is created
when removing the samples in which the root cause of the
first bug appears.

Shutdown Function
1) stop = true
2) synchronized (lock){
3)
lock.notify()
4) }

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Concurrent, distributive, and multi-threaded applications
are becoming the norm in the client as well as in the server
space. The ability to find and debug concurrent bugs efficiently is becoming paramount. While there is a lot of theory
in the field, most of the solutions that work well for small
programs do not scale. One concurrent testing technique
that scales well is that of instrumenting the application with
”noise” to increase the likelihood of finding bugs. A natural debugging technique for bugs found using the ”noise”
testing technique is to look for small subsets of the instrumentations that cause the bugs to manifest. The intuition
is that if a small set of instrumentation points can be found
that causes the bug to manifest, showing the relevant locations to the developers will be useful in understanding the
root cause of the bug and in fixing it.
A prominent automatic debugging algorithm that can be
used on this problem is the Delta Debugging algorithm (DD).
While we have shown in previous work that it can work on
small programs, we were not sure that it would scale, as it
requires the monotonicity property. We have shown in this
paper that finding subsets of instrumentations is not monotonic and therefore DD algorithms of different flavors do not
work.
We tried to find relevant instrumentations using feature
selection algorithms. The feature selection algorithm proved
successful in finding a small subset of the instrumentations
that reveal the bug. When the bug is hard to find, i.e., very
few of the small subsets reveal it, the instrumentations we
found are usually in the vicinity of the bug. We showed that
on a web crawler algorithm, which is part of WebSphere, the
found minimal instrumentation helps locate the bug.
Many of the concurrent bugs are easily revealed using instrumentations, i.e., it is easy to find a test that reveals the
bug. In this case, automatic debugging using feature selection or any other search algorithm is not as useful. The
problem is that the location of the root cause of the bug
may be far (in program lines) from the found minimal instrumentations and therefore showing the location of the
instrumentation to the developer is of limited value. We
postulated that given an event whose timing is central to
revealing the bug there will be a large difference between
creating the noise before the event or after it. This is in
contrast to instrumenting an event, which helps in finding
the bug, but so would instrumenting the previous or following events. When changing the focus from the value of
events to the derivative of that value along program execution paths, we have been able to point to the root cause of
the bug even when many instrumentations reveal it.

Figure 6: Skeleton of shutdown mechanism for
server loop

The reason is again the non-monotonic nature of the bug.
For example, if we instrument the point corresponding to
reading the lock variable in line 3 of the server code, just
before obtaining it, then we delay the call to wait() and
therefore the bug is induced with a very high probability.
However, if in addition we instrument the point corresponding to reading the value of stop in line 1 of the server code,
then the probability of inducing the bug drops to almost 0.
The reason is as follows: the wait() is still delayed due to
the instrumentation in line 3, but so is the reading of stop
by the server. Thus, in most interleavings, the shutdown
function sets stop to true before it is read by the server, the
server exits the loop, and the deadlock is avoided.
For the server loop example we generated 5000 samples,
with an average number of 36 points in each sample. Each
sample was run 20 times. The total runtime was 4 hours,
running in parallel on 10 Linux machines. The average number of times that each sample found the bug was 1.6. Thus,
the threshold probability for finding the bug was set to 5%
(1 out of 20 runs). The bug was found by 3899 samples
(78%), confirming the fact that the bug is common.
The difference score graph for the server loop, stripped of
irrelevant business code, is depicted in Figure 7. It contains
three threads, corresponding to the server thread, client
thread, and main thread. For clarity, some points that are
irrelevant to the explanation were omitted.
The maximal edge connects between the point where the
lock variable is read by the server and the point where it is
obtained. The minimal edges connect between the release of
the lock by the server and reading stop in the loop condition,
and between reading stop and reading the lock by the server.
These locations depict the events whose timing is crucial for
inducing the bug: obtaining the lock by the server should
be delayed, and reading stop by the server should not be
delayed.
We return to the web crawler example from Section 4. Its
difference score graph is depicted in Figure 8. The maximal
and minimal edges are marked with thick lines, and with a
number denoting whether they represent the first or the second bug. Of the 400 edges in the approximated control flow
graph, our technique was able to detect the few edges that
pinpoint the location of the two bugs. The highest scored
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Figure 7: Difference score graph for server loop

Figure 8: Difference score graph for crawler
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The automation involved with automatic debugging is
complex. First, there is the question of deciding if a subset
of the instrumentations reveals the bug. Due to the probabilistic nature of the problem, false negatives as well as false
positives are common. Therefore, every test needs to be executed a number of times and usually a threshold needs to
be set to decide if the specific instrumentation reveals the
bug. Second, the test needs to be prepared for the concurrent bug. If the bug, for example, is some type of deadlock,
the testing environment needs to return and decide that the
test failed. In addition, the manifestation of the bug may
depend on the hardware used, and this issue needs to be
factored out. As the creation of the infrastructure needed
for testing different automatic debugging algorithms may reduce the research in this important field, we have put much
thought into how to make such research as accessible as possible. To this end, we have created an open infrastructure
that includes instrumentation, partial instrumentations, a
number of noise-making algorithms, and testing infrastructure for running multiple tests and setting thresholds. We
have also linked it to our Listener Architecture so that the
search may combine compile and runtime decisions. For example, information from race detection algorithms can be
used to determine the locations where instrumentation is
performed. We consider the infrastructure to be one of the
contributions of this research.
The work on practical automatic debugging of concurrent
programs is in its infancy. Many directions can be explored
for improving the search algorithms. For example, our usage of sampling and analysis methods in this article do not
take into account the full possible strength of such methods.
With regards to sampling, our next step will be to integrate
the sampling process into the testing phase, that is, instead
of generating a sampling matrix before running the program
we will use active sampling methods. These methods start
with a small number of sampling instances and then generate additional sampling instances based on the outcome
of previous runs of the program. This should enable our
methods to require much fewer samples for identifying the
bugs.
Our current analysis method scores instrumentation points
without taking into account any interactions between them
which are more than pair-wise interactions. We plan to investigate methods which take into account higher-order interactions as well as to use the structure of the program
as input to our analysis method. This should enable us to
better pinpoint the location of the bugs.
Finally, using our current method only ranks points and
pairs of points in order of likelihood for the location of the
bug in them. This requires running the program with the
highest ranked points instrumented, but it is currently an
open question how many of the top-ranked points should be
instrumented. We are working to solve this question so as
to identify the subset of highest-ranked points which should
be instrumented for the most indicative run of the program.
Another promising direction on which we are currently
working is combining static and dynamic search algorithms.
Each has built-in weaknesses and strengths and their combination may yield better algorithms than each by itself.
The next phase is healing concurrent bugs (or at least concealing them). This phase, on which we have done the preliminary work, is the object of SHADOWS, the EU project
under which this research is funded. Healing can be achieved

by identifying the location of the bug, recognizing the bug
pattern and then correcting it; for example, by removing potential race using additional synchronization. Healing has to
be done with care as there is a risk of inserting new bugs.
Healing may be done automatically or a fix may be suggested to the developer. Concealing bugs may be done by
causing the interleaving that reveals the bug not to appear;
for example, by turning a section to be atomic, or by causing
the interleaving that reveals the bug to be less likely.
While the work started in this paper and suggested in this
section is very challenging, we expect rapid assimilation into
commercial tools. There is great demand for working tools
to automatically debug concurrent programs. The research
shown in this paper is already translated into practice, and
we see a clear path from experimental research to viable,
commercial tools.
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